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African drama is the sphere of modern art which reveals, more
dislincllythan any other, the process of different epochs and dcffe..
rent traditions coming into contact with one another, whkh ts so
characteristicof present-day culture of Africa. Like in any other
country, dramatists in Africa keep debating the question
What
is modem theatre to be like? True, none of them are so far known
to have come out in favour of the "theatre of absurdities"; whereas,
on the other hand, there is quite a marked tendency towards
making the play more complicated, towards extending the scope
of symbolics to convey the numerous meanings and situations.
The position existing today is curious. Somewhere at one
end, !here exists national, folk "performance" which ii stil
linked with cult, rituals, religious symbolism, which cen
stood only by those who knew what they w..
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There is another semt-professional company of Ko a O;
quite weJl.-known in Nigeria.
His company stages pays en e
•
dey subiects, extensively using the tradilions of the foU: theatre
last December his theatre $taged a play based on a novel 'The
Pelm-Wine Drunkard'' by A. Tutuola, which is quite popv r n
Nigeria. Another dramatic company, the sa<alled dance drama
basedits lost show on another novel by the same author entitled
HMyLife in the Bush of Ghosts.ff
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In the course of the past few years dramatic art
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"Blad. Hermit" was slaged

during the 'formets f>laYi
~ad:: Hermit'' was staged during the festivities held
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Thisyear a talented actor and dramatist of Uganda R. ~
st&ged a pfay entitled "A Play" which was performed by hii' ~.,
pany af the ''National Theatre" of Uganda,
CC...
In the past few years, under the influence of modern P'.t
especiallythose in the W~st, there has ~ppeared in African d--t,.~
a tendency towards complicated plays ~1th _many underlying~

lopmenls. Thisis especiallytrue of N1ger1andrama. Freq~~-,
the complexity,expressed in an extended scope of sym~ism, resu".-i
fromthe authOl''sinexperienceand a consequent tendency to tom~.
cate every element which psychologically is not motivated. But,!St

rule,the introductionof symbolics into the fabric of the play&~
the action taking place in different times was dictated by the a..
thols conception. That applies to plays "Song of a Goat" tr,,
J. Clark,''The Raf" by W. Soyinka, «The Strong Breed», cOan~ d.
the Foresh, ond «The Road:.. These plays reflect the Africaof
'.oday, its past Intertwined with the present, African mythology
itscomplexsocio-poll!ic-,lprocesses. These plays arouse the spec.
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1 11nd~reat interest and heated discussions. Their enthusiw
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